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The problem of the behavior of atoms in the field of a plane traveling monochromatic wave is solved 
in the resonance approximation with allowance for the pressure effect in the strong-collision model. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As is well known, the problem of the interaction be
tween an atom and an electromagnetic field has no 
general exact solution even in the resonance approxima
tion. Exact solutions are known at present only for two 
cases: 1) when the atom is stationary in a monochro
matic field, and the relaxation processes are taken into 
account in the equation for the density matrix by linear 
terms with constant coefficients (see, e.g.,[I- 3 J); the 
case of an atom moving in the field of a plane traveling 
wave reduces to the same problem; 2) when the atom 
moves in the field of a plane standing monochromatic 
wave, and the frequency of the field coincides with the 
frequency of the transition and all the relaxation con
stants are the same [4 ' 5 J. On the basis of precisely 
these very simple cases, a picture was formulated of 
the nonlinear phenomena occurring in strong electro
magnetic fields (the saturation effect, the change in the 
velocity distribution of the atoms, the kinetics of the 
transitions induced by the field, the spatial inhomo
geneity of the medium, etc.). In all the remaining 
varied problems it is necessary to use approximate 
solutions, obtained with the aid of expansions in powers 
of various small parameters [6 • 7 J, and qualitatively in
terpret them in the spirit of the notions that are rigor
ously based for the exactly-solved problems. 

It must be specially emphasized that all the fore
going pertains only to situations in which the relaxation 
is taken into account by the simplest method indicated 
above. At the same time, the experimental data, as well 
as theoretical considerations and calculations [a-1sJ show 
that in many gas systems of practical importance a 
major role is played by collisions accompanied by 
changes in the velocity of the atoms. At the same time, 
a radical change takes place in the relaxation 
kinetics [10 ' 16 J, and the entire picture of the nonlinear 
phenomena should undergo a significant modification. 

To describe collisions with change of velocity, one 
of the authors proposed [uJ the following system of 
equations for the elements Pij of the density matrix: 

(a/ iJt + vV)p;; = ±2He(iVnmPmn) + S; + qj (j = m, n), 

(iJ/fJt+vV)Pmn = iVmn(Pmm-Pnn) +S. (1.1) 

Here V mn is the matrix element of the interaction, qj 
is the number of acts of excitation per second at the 
level j = m, n with velocity v. The collision integrals 
Sj and S are given by the formulas 
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S; = -f;p;;- { v;p;;- ~ A;(v', v)p;;(v')dv'}, 

S = - (f +ill) Pmn- { VPmn- ~ A (v', v) Pmn (v') dv'}. ( 1.2) 

The first terms in the expressions for Sj and S are 
determined by the quenching and by the level shifts of 
the atomic electron, occurring without a change in the 
velocity of the atom (processes of the first kind in the 
classification of [HJ). These components of the colli
sion integrals are "the ordinary" relaxation terms. 
The content of the curly brackets in (1.2) reflects the 
role of processes of a second type, in which both the 
state of the optical electron and v change. The kernels 
A(v', v) and Aj (v', v) (v', v- velocities of the atoms 
before and after collision) are determined by the model 
of the collisions. 

The physical meaning and the region of applicability 
of (1.2) were discussed in detail in [ 11J. It is important 
to emphasize here, on the other hand, that the system 
( 1.1) admits of an exact solution for arbitrarily large 
field amplitudes in the particular case of strong colli
sions, and for a monochromatic field, in the form of a 
traveling plane wave. The present paper is devoted to 
an analysis of this solution and to an investigation of 
the nonlinear phenomena corresponding to it. 

2. GENERAL RELATIONS 

We shall assume that the velocity of the atom v 
after the collision does not depend on its velocity v' 
prior to the collision (the strong-collision model.) 
From this assumption and from the natural requirement 
Sj = S = 0 in the equilibrium case it follows that 

A;(v', v) = ~W(v), A (v', v) = vW(v), 

W(v) = (l'nV)-3 exp{-v2 I v2}. 

i.e., the velocity distribution after the collision is 
Maxwellian. The differences 

f;z = v,- -:;;;, r. + illz = v- ~ 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

determine the quenching of the levels j and the broad
ening due to the interaction in collisions of the second 
type. We note that in the model (2.1) the departure fre
quencies ( Vj, v) and the arrival frequencies ( Vj' v) 
cannot depend on v. 

The sources of the populations qj in ( 1.1) will be 
assumed to be independent of r and t, and the depend
ence on v will be assumed to be of the equilibrium 
type: 
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q; = Q;W(v), (2.3) 

Qj are the integral (with respect to v) numbers of 
acts of excitation of the levels j = m, n per unit time. 

For a plane traveling monochromatic wave with 
frequency w and wave vector k, the matrix element 
Vmn ( r, t) is given by 

Vmn (r, t) = Ge-i(Qt-kr), Q = (I) - Wmn, G = PmnE / 2/i, (2 • ~~) 

where E is the amplitude of the wave, and Pmn and 
Wmn are the matrix element of the dipole moment and 
the frequency for the transition m - n. 

Under the foregoing conditions, the off -diagonal 
element Pmn ( r, v, t) must be sought in the form 

(2. [i) 

the populations'> Pjj do not depend on t or r. Thus, 
the system (1.1) reduces to 

(f; + v;)p;; + 2Re(iGp)- ~W(v) (p;;) = Q;W(v), 

(p + ikv)p- iG(Pmm- Pnn)- ~"'w(v) (p) = 0, 

(p) = ~ p dv, (p;;) = 5 p;; dv, p = r + v- i(Q- ~). (2.Ei) 

It will be convenient in what follows to write (2,6) in 
matrix form. We introduce the matrices 

(
Pmm) (Qm)' (Vm 0 0 0 ) '= Pnn ' = On ~ = 0 Vn 0 0 

p Pmn ' Q 0 ' V 0 0 V 0 ' 

Pnm 0 0 0 0 v' 

(

fm+vm 0 

, 0 fn+vn iG 
A (v) = - iG iG p-+- ikv 

, iG -iG 0 

-iG iG 

-~G )· 

p'-zkv 
(2.7) 

Then the system (2.6) is given by 

A. (v) r-- ~w (v) <r> = w (v) Q. (2.B) 

In this form, Eq. (2,8) is perfectly analogous to the 
kinetic equation for L'le classical distribution function 
used in [loJ, and the method of its solution is obvious. 
Multiplying (2.8) from the left by A.-1 and integrating 
with respect to v, we get 

<f>>= [E-<k'>\ir'<k')Q, (k1)=~W(v).l-1 (v)dv; (2.!l) 

Here E is a unit matrix. Substituting (2.9) in (2.8) we 
can obtain after simple transformations 

(2.10) 

It is easy to verify that the matrices A ( v), E 
~ ,.._ -1 A A -1 .~ 
v (A ) , and E - (A ) v are not singular, and there-· 
fore the transformation from (2.8) to (2.9) and (2.10) is 
legitimate. 

Formulas (2.9) and (2.10) give the general solution 
of the problem, which will be investigated in detail in 
the succeeding sections. Here we consider some gen
eral properties of this solution. If the arrival term in 
the collision integral vanishes ( v ~ 0; this means 
physically complete quenching in collisions of the 
second kind) then 

1>The quantities Pjj determine the numbers of atoms at the levels 
j in a unit velocity interval, i.e., the population density in velocity 
space. For brevity, we shall use the term "population" where it leads 
to no misunderstanding. 

(2.11) 

Thus, the matrix A.-'(v) gives the solution for the 
well-investigated case, when the system is described 
by three relaxation constants, including in our case the 
frequencies vm, vn, and v. This is perfectly under
standable physically, since each collision of the second 
kind leads to a complete quenching, and no change in 
veloeity can arise in the case of the collision. 

The drift of the atoms in velocity space is taken into 
[

A A 1 ~]' ac,_cou11.t by the factors E - (A- ) v - and 
[ E - v (A_, >r' respectively in formulas (2.9) and 
(2 .10). The physical meaning of these factors is that 
they describe the increase (compared with the case 
~ = 0) of the time during which the atom can interact 
with the field. To illustrate this thought, let us con
sider the limiting case of vanishingly small G. We 
have here 

p;; = N;W(v), (2.12) 

N; == <r;) = Q; = o[-1-+ "V; l 
f; + v;- ~i ' f; + v; (f;+v;) (f;+v;-;;)J' 

p W (v) 1 W (v) [ ~X J 
iNG - p + ikv 1 -~X= p + ikv 1 + 1 -~X . 

(p) X 

iNG = 1- ;;x' 
P = r + v- i(Q- ~). 

(2 .13) 

1 W(v)dv 
X=([p+ikv}-1)=JP+ikv, N=Nm-Nn (2.14) 

Formulas (2.12) and (2.13) can be easily interpreted 
in the sense of interest to us. The quantity Tij 
= ( rj + Vj) _, is the mean lifetime of the atom at the 
level j with a constant velocity. The product T 'J vj is 
obviously the probability of arrival within a time Tij 
between two successive collisions of the second kind. 
Consequently the time 

~ - 'Til'Vj 'Vj 
'tz;='tt; LJ('tuv,)n= - • (2.15) 

n~o 1- 'ttjVj (f; + v;) (f; + Vj- v;) 

which enters in (2.12) is the average lifetime after the 
first collision. On the other hand, the sum 

(2 .16) 

is the total average lifetime at the levelAj, increased 
compared with Tij by a factor [ 1 - T,j 'i7j t' as are
sult of the arrival term in the collision integral. 

The interpretation of formula (2.13) for ( p) is 
perfectly analogous. The quantity X= ([p + ik·v t') 
plays for ( p) the same role as Tij for ( Pjj ) (cf. the 
equations for Pjj and p in (2.6)), i.e., it can be inter
preted as the "mean lifetime of the off -diagonal ele
ment" between two collisions of the second type. The 
absence of quenching or of considerable phase shift in 
these collisions ( 'i7 f 0) allows the atom to interact 
coherently with the field also after the collision. The 
arrival probability vX, which is analogous to Vj T 1j, 
can be naturally called the measure of the coherence 
of the radi.ation before and after the collision. On the 
other hand, the total average lifetime for ( p) 

~ _ ~X X 
X+X LJ(vX)"=X+----=----

n~t 1- vX 1- vX 
(2 .1 7) 

will be "increased by a factor [ 1 - vx r' times" com
pared with the case v = 0. This circumstance, in par-
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ticular, leads to a narrowing of the spectral line (the 
Dicke effect) which was considered in detail in [1oJ. 

In [1oJ, where a formula physically identical with 
(2.13) was obtained for the first time, the interpreta
tion was terminologically different but essentially the 
same as the one given here. Owing to the change of the 
velocity, the radiation of the atomic oscillator breaks 
up into trains with average duration ( r + v) -\ and 
within each train, the frequency is shifted by an amount 
of the Doppler shift k · v. The first term in (2.17) would 
describe radiation of this kind, if the trains were per
fectly incoherent, as is indeed the case when 1/ = 0. 
These trains, however, are in general coherent, and 
the n-th term of the series in (2.15) contributes to the 
radiation of those trains which were produced after the 
n-th collision, while formula (2.17) gives the result of 
the interference of all the possible trains. If the ve
locity were to remain unchanged during the collisions, 
then 

x = __ 1_ __x_ = ----=--
P+ikv' 1-vX p-v-+ikv 

and the aggregate of all the trains would be equivalent 
to one train of longer duration (pI - VI r 1 

= ( r + v - V 1 )-\ Since the velocity of the atom changes 
upon collision with a distribution W ( v), such an equi
valence does not take place, and one can speak only of 
an increase of the average coherence time in the sense 
indicated above. Thus, both interpretations are phys
ically identical. 

When account is taken of nonlinear effects, the in
terpretation of formulas (2.9) and (2.10) is less lucid, 
since the matter becomes more complicated by the 
mixing of the states m and n of the atom in the ex
ternal field. Certain features connected with the ar
rival term in S can be traced also in the general case. 
If we separate Eq. (2.6) for p and p + ik·v and inte
grate with respect to v, we get 

~ = _1 ___ ~ Pmm(v)- Pnn(v)dv. (2•18) 
iNG 1- vX N(p + ikv) 

According to (2.18), the line shape 2 > is determined by 
two factors: by the "line narrowing" factor or factor 
of lengthening of the phase memory, ( 1 - vxr\ and 
by the resonance factor ( p + ik · v) -\ averaged with 
the aid of the stationary distribution of the population 
difference with respect to their velocities. In such a 
formulation, all the nonlinear effects are "trans
ferred" to Pmm ( v) - Pnn ( v), and the factor 
[ ( 1 - vx)( p + ik. v) r remains the same as in the 
linear theory. 

Formulas (2.9) and (2.10) give the solution of the 
stationary problem, i.e., the solution of Eq. (2.8), 
brought about by its right-hand side QW ( v ). On the 
other hand, in the analysis of (2.12) and (2.13) we made 
extensive use of such concepts as lifetimes etc., which, 
properly speaking, are attributes of the problem of the 
temporal evolution of the system, i.e., the solution of 
the homogeneous equation corresponding to (2.8) with 

2lin nonlinear problems it is possible to introduce several "line 
shape" concepts: the line shape of spontaneous emission, of stimu
lated emission, etc.; all are proportional to each other only in the linear 
approximation and differ when nonlinear effects are taken into account. 
By line shape we mean henceforth (p)/iNG as a function of the fre
quency. 

initial conditions. In view of the ergodicity of the con
ditions, this procedure is perfectly valid and, as we 
have seen, leads to a simple and lucid interpretation. 

3. THE CASE ~ = 0 

When B' = 0, the density matrix is determined by the 
matrix A -1: 

}t-1= 

2G2 

(f m + Vm) (f n + Vn) y' 

iG 
fm-LVmy 

iG 

__!!!_____ ,,. 
- fm+Vm, 

1G 
(r m + Vm) (fn -j- Vn) y' 

iG 

1 [ 2G' J 
fn+Vn 1-fn+Vny' - fn--1 'Vn y rn---l-Vn y* 

" ' "?f!' " Yi-zY' 
iG 

-l'n +Vn ?I fm+vm y 

iG 
-1'm+vmy* 

i(J 
fn + Vn y* y*-1 -1-y' 

We have introduced here the following notation: 

y(v) = (p + ikv)-1(1 + 2G"'r1 Re(p + ikv]-1)-1 

f+ v + i(Q -~ -kv) 

= (f+v)'(1+x)+(Q-~-kv)'' 

Y. = 2G"'r1 / p', <1 = (f m + Vm)-1 + (f n + vn)-1, 

(3.1) 

p = p' + ip"= r +v- i(Q- ~). (3.2) 

Inasmuch as A -1 ( v) depends on v only via y ( v), 
the matrix (A -1 ) is obtained from A -1 by replacing 
y ( v) by the function Y: 

1 1 f(p'-ix)exp[-x2/(kv) 2]d 
Y=.) y(v)W(v)dv=---.) x, 

in kv -= IP + ix 12 + p'2x 
which can be expressed in terms of tabulated inte
grals L17 J: 

q = [ii + x(r + ")- i(£2- ~)]flu:, 

w(q) = eq'[i- <D(q)], 
2 q 

<D(q) = ~ ~ e-n'du. 
in 0 

(3.3) 

Let us write, finally, in explicit form the expressions 
for Pmm - Pnn and p: 

Pmm (v)- Pnn (v) = NW (v)[i + 2G"'r1 Re (p + ikv) - 1]-1 

= NW(v)[1- x(f+ v)y'(v)] = 

{ x(f+v)2 } 
=NW(v) 1- (1+x)(f+v)'+(Q-~-kv)2 , (3.5) 

p(v) = iGNW(v)y(v), (p) = iGNY. (3.6) 

In our case, namely i7 = 0, the decrease of the dif
ference in the populations under the influence of the 
field is given by the factor [ 1 + 2G2T 1 Re ( p + ik · v) -1r 1 

(cf. (3.5) and (2.12)), which includes the sum of the 
lifetimes at the levels m and n ( T 1) and the ''lifetime" 
of the off-diagonal element. This is perfectly natural, 
since the field can interact with the atom only if both 
the polarizations and the difference of the diagonal 
elements differ from zero. Thus, new combinations of 
relaxation parameters are of importance for nonlinear 
effects. However, even here the interpretation, from 
the point of view of the evolution of the system, is 
physically perfectly clear and lucid. 

In view of the dependence of Re ( p + ik · v) -1 on the 
velocity, the changes induced by the field in Pmm ( v) 
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FIG. I. Plot of Pmm(v)
Pnn(V). rj = r, Vj = v, Vj = ~" 
0; a - v = 0, K = 0; b - v = 0, 
" = 0.83; c- v = 0.2 kv, " =, 
0.83; d- v = 0.2 kv," = 3.3; 
e - v = 0.2 kv, " = 83 

- Pnn ( v) are selective with respect to v. It is seen 
from (3.5) that the velocity distribution becomes non
equilibrium, since a characteristic resonant structure 
(the so-called "Bennett hole") appears on the Max
wellian curve near k · v = n - ~, with a width 
( r + v) .fT+K and with a relative depth K/( 1 + K) 
(Fig. 1). 

In the analysis of the dependence of p on the pres
sure (i.e., on the collision frequencies Vj and v) it is 
possible to assume without loss of generality that rj 
and r are constant. Otherwise it is possible to sepa
rate from rj or r the part that depends on the pres
sure and to include it in Vj, i.e., the matter reduces to 
a redistribution of the parameters. 

It is seen from (3.2) that K will be a decreasing 
function of the pressure. The relative depth of the 
"hole" which depends only on K, will also decrease in 
this case, as is clearly seen from Fig. 1. We note that 
this change is connected, properly speaking, not with 
the diffusion of the atoms in velocity space, but simply 
with the lesser role of the field as a result of the de
crease in the time of its interaction with the atom. On 
the other hand, the width of the hole 

(f + v)l'l + x = {(r + v)' + 2G2 (1' + v·)[ (f m + vm)-1 

(3.7) 
-i- (I' n + Vn)-i]}'h 

may vary in different fashion, depending on the value 
of K and the relation between the relaxation parameters. 
At large values of v and small K, the principal role 
will be played by the term ( r + v )2 , and the width will 
increase with increasing v. On the other hand, if K is 
sufficiently large and one of the rj is smaller than r 
(we recall that 2r ::=:-: rm + rn), then the rate of de
crease of the field term in (3.7) may be larger than the 
rate of increase of ( r + v) 2 , and the width on the whole 
be a decreasing function of the pressure. We note that 
in the Widely used model r ~ r m = r n, V = I'm = Vn 
(see, e.g.,['J) the narrowing of the hole with increasing 
pressure is impossible, since here ( r + v) V1+K 
= v ( r + v )2 + 4G2 • 

0 1.0 2.0 J.Oq' 

FIG. 2. Plot of the width of the 
function Y' against q'. 

We shall not analyze in detail the line shape, since 
it is practically the same as in the linear theory, the 
only difference being that ( r + v) must be replaced 
by ( r + v) ..ff+K. We note only that the line width 
practically coincides with the Doppler width kv when 
( r + v) ..ff+K « kV, increases monotonically with in
creasing ( r + v) .fl+K, and approaches ( r + v) 
JT+K if ( f' + v) fT+K » kV (Fig. 2). It should be 
clear from the foregoing that at large values of K and 
when 2r > rm + rn, there can exist a pressure region 
for which even quenching collisions produce line 
narrowing. 

4. ABSENCE OF "PHASE MEMORY" ( v = 0) 

Of great importance for applications is the case 
when large phase shifts are produced in collisions of 
the second kind, so that the phase relations are de
stroyed practically completely in each collision. In 
this case v = 0, but for the diagonal elements it is pos
sible to have vi f 0 and even Vj = Vj (frequently adia
batic collisions). 

For v = 0 it follows from (2.9), (2.10), and (3.1) that 
AW(v) 

Pmm(v)- Pnn(v) = f+-;ic-~Y {1- x(l' -i- v)y'(v)) = 

= i\'IV v){t- 2G'-r,Y' + 2G2T 1!J'(:.i.__\ 
( ·1 ' 2r· · "' I ' T ..1'"'1"2I 

(4.1) 

p/iGN = W(v)y(v) I [1 1- 2C'-r2 Y'j, (p) I iGN = Y I [ l-:- ~r;c,,Y'j, 

(4.2) 

j:=-m,n 

(4.3) 
j=m,n 

From a comparison of (4.1), (4.2) with (3.5), (3.6) we 
see that the changes connected with Vj f 0 reduce to an 
additional factor l1 + 2G27 2Y' r\ which does not de
pend on v. The change in the difference of the popula
tions contains, besides the "Bennett hole," also a part 
which is nonselective in v, or a "band" with Max
wellian distribution (see the second line in (4.1)). The 
ratio of the areas of the "band" and the "hole" is 
equal to 72/71. 

The singularities noted above, which are illustrated 
in Fig. 3, can be naturally interpreted from the tern-

a 

-1.5 -t.o -o.s o o.s 1.0 1.5 
uju 

FIG. 3. Level population difference in the case vj =F 0. fj = r = 
0.02 kv, vj = v = 0.2 kv, ~= 0," = 0.83; a- Vj = 0; b- Vj = 0.5 vj. The 
dashed and dash-dot lines denote Maxwellian distributions. 
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poral point of view assumed by us. The parameter K, 

which enters in y ( v) and determines the magnitude of 
the selective changes in Pmm - Pnn, contains the time 
7,, i.e., it characterizes the interaction of the field with 
the atom during the time elapsed up to the first colli
sion of the second type. On the other hand, the parame
ter T2, which is the difference between the sum of the 
total lifetimes 7 and 7 H is all the remaining times 
during which the external field can appear. It can 
therefore be assumed that the factor [ 1 + 2G272Y' t' 
describes the additional saturation due to the interac
tion during the time 7 2· It is perfectly natural that this 
additional saturation is not selective in v. In this re
spect, it is analogous to the saturation in the so-called 
"homogeneous broadening." This circumstance is a 
direct consequence of the assumed model. 

The collisions lead to the appearance in velocity 
space of a particle flux proportional to Vj and to the 
area 2G27,jY' of the non-equilibrium part. During the 
~me ( rj + vt-_fj r' this flux leads to a departure of 
Vj ( rj + Vj - Vj) 2G271jY' atoms, and over the lifetime 
at both levels, to a departure of 

~ ;;(f; + Vj- ~;)-1 2G4:,;Y' = 2G4:2Y' 

atoms. On the other hand, by virtue of the main 
property of the model, the role of the atoms with 
velocity v is determined simply by their number, and 
everything reduces, consequently, to a proportional de
crease of the velocity distribution, in full correspond
ence with formula (4.1). 

Separation of the selective part in (4.1) is meaning
ful if the width of the function y ( v) is much smaller 
than kV, i.e., ( r + v) Y1 + K « kV. With this 

1+2G4:2Y'~1+2l'7tG4:2 (kv)-1 exp{ -( -g~/" )'} (4.4) 

and the additional saturation depends on the pressure 
only via 72. Let us consider 72j -one of the terms of 
72 in (4.3). It is easy to show that 72j increases with 
pressure until l'j :S rj -..j l'j /( l'j - llj)' and decreases at 
larger Vj· The maximum value of_ 72j is 

maXT2; = 1 v; (4.5) 
f; [yv; t l'v;- YJ]' 

and increases with decreasing Vj - iJj. Consequently, if 
vj - v « vj and vj » rj, then it may happen that K2j 
>> 7Ij. The same pertains to K 2 and 7,. 

According to the foregoing, the ratio of the integrals 
of the selective and nonselective parts, which is equal 
to 72/7,, can be very large. For the distribution in 
itself, however, the ratio of the two terms in ( 4.1) is 

-r, Y' - -r2 r + v ( ) 
-----,~l'n---_-(1+x) (0.=11) 4.6 
-r, y -r1 kv 

and may be not small when 72 >> 7, even if r + v 
« kV. Consequently the nonselective part can be sig
nificant not only in the integral sense (with respect to 
v), but also for the distribution with respect to v3 >. 

Let us consider now emission line shape determined 
by formula (4.2). It is easy to see that the denominator 
1 + 2G272Y' leads to an increase of the line width and 
to a decrease of its value at the maximum compared 
with (3.6), but does not disturb the symmetry with re-

3lThis circumstance was apparently first pointed out by Kazantsev 
and Surdutovich [ 1 5 ]. 

FIG. 4. Emission line contour 
for '1j * o, rj = r = 0.02 kv, vj = v, 
v= 0, " = 0.83; a - Vj = 0; b - VJ = 
0.5 Vj; C - VJ = Vj 

2.0 -1,0 0 
ll-~ 

xif 

1.0 

spect to the frequency n = ~ (Fig. 4). As to the rela
tive role of the selective and nonselective saturations, 
everything said concerning Pmm - Pnn holds also for 
( p ). 

5. THE CASE Vj, v f 0 

Before we analyze in detail the rather complicated 
case when the arrival terms differ from zero in all 
three collision integrals, let us consider the general 
expression for Pmm - Pnn: 

Pmm{Y)- Pnn {v) 

2.0 

= N{ W(v)- 2G4:,W(v)Re [;;~-J- 2G4:,Re [ ~~~ ]} , (5.1) 

which is obtained from Eq. (2.6) for Pjj by eliminating 
( Pjj ). It follows from (5.1) that in the general case the 
change in the population difference in the field contains 
nonselective and selective parts (the second and third 
terms of (5.1)), and the ratio of their integrals, just as 
in Sec. 4, is equal to T2/T,. However, the absolute 
values of the integrals and the dependence of the selec
tive term on v change upon introduction of v f 0. To 
illustrate this, let us consider the relatively simple 
case v" = 0, n = ~= 

p W(v)y(v)/(1-;Y') (p) 

~GN = 1 + 2G2-r,Y'/(1- vYl' iGN 

Y'/(1-vY') 

Pmm(v)- Pnn(v) =NW(v)[1 +2G"t,Y' / (1-vY')]-1 • 

· {1- x(r + v)y'(v) I {1- ~Y')}. (5.2) 
Comparing (5.2) with (4.1) and (4.2) we note that the 
functions y ( v) and Y are now replaced by 
y(v)/( 1- VY') andY/( 1- vY'). It is easy to see 
that this leads to an increase in line intensity, in the 
relative depth of the hole, and in the saturation effect 
as a whole; the form of the "hole" remains unchanged, 
just as the ratio of the areas of the "band" and the 
"hole" ( 72/7,). 

Thus, both the adiabat!,city of the collisions ( Vj f 0) 
and the phase memory ( v f 0) lead to an intensifica
tion of the saturation effect. However, the physical 
causes of this are different. The role of the arrival 
terms for diagonal elements consists, first of all, of 
eliminating the non-equilibrium velocity distribution 
of the atoms. Inasmuch as the non-equilibrium charac
ter is due to the field, the parameter 72, which con
tains Vj, is encountered only in the form of a factor of 
G2. On the other hand, the increase of the "average 
lifetime" p directly affects the line shape and this is 
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FIG. 5. Plot of Pmm (v) 
- Pnn (v) for il'* O.rj = r = 
0.02 kV, VJ = Vj = V = 0.2 kv, 
Q - Ll = 0, K. = 0.83, il' = 
v"= o.5 v 

/o i.5 

the only reason why it influences the nonlinear effects. 
Accordingly, the parameter 'il enters also in the linear 
theory, 

The specific behavior of the arrival in the collision 
integral for p is manifest in the change of the shape of 
the "hole." Combining Eqs. (2.6) for Pjj and p, we 
can transform (5.1) into 

Pmm- Pnn = NW(v) {[ 1- 2G2'l'z Re i~~ ][1- x(f + v) y' (v)) 

-x(f+v)Re[~y(v) i;~r ]}. (5.3) 

The first term in (5.3) depends on v just as in the 
case 'il = 0 (see formula (4.1) and is an even function of 
U- .6.- k·v. From the definition (3.2) of the function 
y ( v), and from the fact that 'i1 and ( p) are complex, 
it follows that the second term in (5.3) will contain both 
an even function and an odd function of n - .::l - k . v, 
i.e., the "hole" is asymmetrical (Fig. 5). Thus, the 
"phase memory" leads to distinct peculiarities in the 
non-equilibrium part of the velocity distribution. 
peculiarities closely connected with the dispersion 
properties of ( p ). Incidentally, it must be borne in 
mind that in those cases when the selectivity of y ( v) 
is appreciable, ( r + v) v'T+K' « kV, the second term 
in ( 5.3) will be small, amounting to a fraction on the 
order of I 11[/.kV of the first. 

The quantity ( p ), which determines the line shape 
and enters in (5.3), can be written in the form: 

(p) Y (1- :V•y•)- :V·xY'2 

iGN 11-vY I'+ 2G 2'l'. {Y'- v'[i y ,. + xY'2]}- x[V' -I vi2Y'] Y'. 

(5.4) 
It is possible to obtain from ( 5.4) relatively simple 
results only in the limiting cases of small and large 
values of ( r + v) IT+'K/kV. In the former case, for 
the region near the- center of the line, it follows from 
(5.4) that 

Re (p). = l'~ 1 {1- ( Q- !1 + 2;" )z 
1Gl\ kv y1 + x kn 

2 (1+x)(f+v)+rrG"l'2 } 

l'n kvl'1 + x 

I (f + v)l'1 +x- i(Q -!1) i<'kv, 2G"l'z<'kvl'1 +x. (5•5) 

If v" f 0, then the maximum of the line occurs at the 
frequency 

(5.6) 

The coefficient 2 at v" in (5.6) is connected, as shown 
in [1oJ, with the simultaneity of the change in the veloc
ity of the atom and in the phase shift of the atomic 
oscillator in collisions of the second type. We note that 

in the approximation ( 5. 5), the frequency .\12 does not 
depend on K, i.e., it coincides with the frequency in the 
linear theory [1oJ. 

The only positive term in (5.5) (containing v') re
flects the increase of the intensity and the narrowing of 
the line as a result of the phase memory (the Dicke 
effect). The presence of K f 0 de tones a decreased 
role of v'. To the contrary, negative terms in (5.5) in
crease with increasing K. Consequently, the nonlinear 
effects lead only to line broadening. 

In the limiting case opposite to ( 5. 5), it is possible 
to use the asymptotic value of w ( q): 

1 (kv) 2 ( ) 
w(q)~q-2q'' [q[~i. 5.7 

With the aid of ( 5. 7) we obtain for the central region of 
the line in lieu of ( 5.4) 

(p) f + Ya+ i(Q-.::l + ~") 
iGN = (f + yd)2 [1 + 2G2T!(I' + yd)l + (Q- D.+ v")' ' 

r = r + v -v". yd = v' (kv}'/2 (I'+ v)2(1 + x), 

kv, Q-D.+V''~(f+v)V1+x. 
(5.8) 

Formula (5.8) defines a line having a dispersion form 
with a. saturation parameter 2G2T/(r + Yd), a diffusion 
width Yd, and a total impact width 1". The maximum 
of the line is shifted by an amount equal to the impact 
shift .6.- v" (see (5.6)) in accordance with the fact that 
in the diffusion approximation (5.7) the statistical de
pendence of the Doppler and impact broadening mecha
nisms is insignificant [ 1oJ. 

We call attention to the fact that Yd contains a factor 
( 1 + k:)-1 besides ( r + v)-2 , i.e., increasing either the 
collision frequency or the field decreases the diffusion 
width. However, the physical mechanisms that lead to 
the appearance of these factors are quite different. 
Collisions decrease the velocity of the Brownian motion 
of the atom, as a result of which the phase difference 
due to the Doppler effect increases more slowly, the 
lifetime of the off-diagonal element p increases, and 
the line width decreases. On the other hand, an in
crease of the external field causes the atoms whose 
velocities differ from the resonant value k · Vres 
= .\1 - .6. to interact more effectively with the field, and 
at sufficiently large values of K the Doppler frequency 
shift ceases to play any role. Accordingly, formula 
(5. 7) remains in force if the collision frequencies are 
relatively small, but 1 + K » [kv/( r + v)]2. From this 
point of view, the dependence of the total line width on 
the field in (5.8) is instructive: 

Y = [ (f + yd)2 + 2G2-r(f + w)] '1'. 

The diffusion width Yd decreases with increasing field, 
and the factor G2 increases. It is easy to show that by 
virtue of T = T 1 + r 2 > T 1 and ( r + v ) I1+K >> kV, the 
latter factor is stonger, and y is a monotonically in
creasing function of G2 • 

The foregoing considerations regarding the difference 
between the physical causes of the levelling of the 
Doppler effect as the result of collisions and nonlinear 
effects explain also the deviation of formula (5.8) from 
the results of a theory based on the diffusion equations 
of Andreeva and Kuznetsova [13]. These equations are 
given by (in our notation) 
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(! + f; + Vj- ~j) (p;)- D;V 2 (p;;) =F 2 Re[iVnm (pmn)] = Q; 

(i=m,n), 

[ ~ + f + i(tl- ~") J (Pmn)- D\1 2 (pmn)- iV mn (pmm- Pnn)=O. 

(5.9) 
For the field (2 .4), Eqs. ( 5.9) yield the expression 

(p) f+Dk'+i(!::!-!l+V") 
iGN (f + Dk2 ) 2 [1 + 2G"rt(r + Dk')l + (Q -tl + v")2 • (5.10) 

Consequently, the role of the diffusion width is played 
here by the combination Dk2, which does not contain 
the factor ( 1 + K) -1 • This is perfectly natural, since in 
Eqs. (5.9) no account is taken of events with character
istic times ( r + V r 1 or ( rj + Vj r\ and they are valid 
only if r + v » kV. If at the same time K ~ 1, then 

3G'-c =x~!'+v ~1. 
r+v" '1 r+v" 

Near the center of the line, formulas (5.10) and (5.8) 
coincide, 

(p) 1 
iGN ~ 2G'-t' 

and do not contain the parameter K. Therefore ( 5.10) 
does not differ essentially from ( 5.8) in the region of 
its validity. However, for (5.8) to be valid less 
stringent conditions are sufficient, ( r + v) IT+K 
>> kV, and this reflects the second, field-connected 
cause of the levelling of the Doppler effect contained 
in (5.8). 

It is seen from (5.3) and (3.2) that in the approxima
tion (5.8) the velocity distribution is Maxwellian, and 
is smaller compared with G = 0 by a factor 

2c'1: cf+v"l' 1+-- -
f+w (r+w)'+(Q-tl+v") 2 

This is to be expected, since the line has a dispersion 
shape, and the saturation should be of the same type as 
in the case of homogeneous broadening. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In the considered exact solution of the kinetic equa
tion in the strong-collision model, it is possible to 
separate, in our opinion, aspects which are typical of 
the model from results which essentially do not depend 
on the model. The former include the conservation of 
the shape of the "hole," which is determined by the 
function y ( v), and the appearance on Pmm ( v) 
- Pnn ( v) of a "band" whose area is related to the 
area of the "hole" like T2/T1. If the changes of velocity 
of the order of v were to accumulate in the course of 
many collisions (the Chandrasekhar weak-interaction 
model [ 18 ' 10J), then it is natural to expect the "hole" to 
become broadened by an amount equal to the drift of 
the atom in velocity space, which occurs within the 
lifetime of the atom levels m and n [11J. In this case 
no "band" can occur, since the drift has a "local" 
character (integral of collisions of differential and not 
integral type). For the same reasons, the change in the 
entire picture with changing pressure can have an en
tirely different form. 

At the same time, features untypical of the model 
are, apparently, the establishment of the difference in 
the role of arrival for the diagonal and off-diagonal 
elements of p (see the discussion of formula (5.2)), 

although both factors should lead to an intensification 
of the nonlinear effects. We emphasize, finally, that 
the temporal interpretation presented consistently in 
the present article, based on concepts connected with 
the evolution of the system, is also characteristic of 
nonlinear phenomena, since an important role should 
be played by the times of interaction between the atom 
and the field and by the sum of the effects occurring 
within the lifetime at both levels. 

Our entire analysis was carried out for equilibrium 
functions qj (v). We can easily get rid of this limita
tion by finding in lieu of (2.9) and (2.10) 

(p) = [E- (A-1 ) ¢1-1 p-1 (v) q (v)dv, 

p(v) = A.-1 (vl{i(v) + W(v)¢[1~- (A-1 )~(' ~A 1 (v)q(v)dv}. (6.1) 

Formulas (6.1) clearly reflect the existence of two 
periods of evolution of the atom (before and after the 
collision of the second type), during which the velocity 
distributions are different (q(v) and W(v)). This is 
seen, in particular, from the fact that p ( v) contains 
two terms that cannot be unified (see (2.10)), and two 
types of averaging of A -1 ( v) are encountered, with 
weights vW ( v) and q ( v). An analysis of ( 6 .1) leads 
essentially to the same main conclusions as obtained 
with equilibrium qr the transitions induced by the 
field cause the appearance of a "band" and a "hole" 
on the Pmm - Pnn curve, their areas are related like 
T2/T1, the adiabaticity of the collisions and the phase 
memory intensify the saturation effect, etc. A more 
detailed analysis calls for concretization of qj ( v), 
which is beyond the scope of the present article. We 
therefore confine ourselves to the foregoing remarks, 
hoping to return to this problem in another place. 
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